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Redirecting Science Sep 15 2021 This volume is an important study for understanding the complex interconnections between basic
science and its sources of economic support in the period between the two world wars. The focus of the study is on the Institute for
Theoretical Physics (later renamed the Niels Bohr Institute) at Copenhagen University, and the role of its director, the eminent Danish
physicist, Niels Bohr, in the funding and administration of the Institute. Under Bohr's direction, the Copenhagen Institute was a central
workplace in the development and the formulation of quantum mechanics in the 1920s and later became an important center for nuclear
research in the 1930s. Dr. Aaserud brings together the scholarhip on the internal origins and development of nuclear physics in the
1930s with descriptions of the concurrent changes in private support for international basic science, particularly as represented by
Rockefeller Foundation philanthropy. In the process, the book places the emergence of nuclear physics in a larger historical context. This
book will appeal to historians of science, physicists, and advanced students in these areas.
Niels Bohr Jul 25 2022 Niels Bohr's atomic theory of 1913 is one of the absolute highlights in the history of modern science. It was only
with this work that physicists realized that quantum theory is an essential ingredient in atomic physics, and it was also only with this work
that Rutherford's nuclear model dating from 1911 was transformed into a proper theory of atomic structure. In a longer perspective,
Bohr's quantum atom of 1913 gave rise to the later Heisenberg-Schrödinger quantum mechanics and all its marvellous consequences.
This book is a detailed account of the origin of the Bohr atom centred around his original scientific articles of 1913 which are here
reproduced and provided with the necessary historical background. In addition to the so-called trilogy -- the three papers published in

Philosophical Magazine -- also two other and less well-known yet important papers are included. The present work starts with a
condensed biographical account of Bohr's life and scientific career, from his birth in Copenhagen in 1885 to his death in the same city 77
years later. It then proceeds with a chapter outlining earlier ideas of atomic structure and tracing Bohr's route from his doctoral
dissertation in 1911 over his stays in Cambridge and Manchester to the submission in April 1913 of the first part of the trilogy. The
reproduction of Bohr's five articles is followed by notes and comments directly related to the texts, with the aim of clarifying some of the
textual passages and to explicate names and subjects that may not be clear or well known. The reception of Bohr's radically new theory
by contemporary physicists and chemists is discussed in a final chapter, which deals with the immediate reactions to Bohr's theory 19131915 mostly among British, German and American scientists. Historians of science have long been occupied with Bohr's atomic theory,
which was the subject of careful studies in connection with its centenary in 2013. The present work offers an extensive source-based
account of the original theory aimed at a non-specialist audience with an interest in the history of physics and the origin of the quantum
world. In 1922 Bohr was awarded the Nobel Prize for his theory. The coming centenary will undoubtedly cause an increased interest in
how he arrived at his revolutionary picture of the constitution of atoms and molecules.
Atomic Physics and Human Knowledge Sep 27 2022 "This Dover edition, first published in 2010, is an unabridged republication of the
work originally published in 1961 by Science Editions, Inc., New York"--Prelim.
The Early Years Mar 09 2021
Einstein, Bohr and the Quantum Dilemma May 11 2021 This book explores the debate between Einstein and Bohr in the 1920s and
1930s about their interpretations of the quantum theory.
Uncertainty Dec 18 2021 The gripping, entertaining, and vividly-told narrative of a radical discovery that sent shockwaves through the
scientific community and forever changed the way we understand the world. Werner Heisenberg’s “uncertainty principle” challenged
centuries of scientific understanding, placed him in direct opposition to Albert Einstein, and put Niels Bohr in the middle of one of the
most heated debates in scientific history. Heisenberg’s theorem stated that there were physical limits to what we could know about subatomic particles; this “uncertainty” would have shocking implications. In a riveting and lively account, David Lindley captures this critical
episode and explains one of the most important scientific discoveries in history, which has since transcended the boundaries of science
and influenced everything from literary theory to television.
Niels Bohr's Philosophy of Physics May 23 2022 This book gives a clear and comprehensive exposition of Niels Bohr's philosophy of
physics. Bohr's ideas are of major importance, for they are the source of the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum physics; yet they are
obscure, and call for the sort of close analysis that this book provides. The book describes the historical background of the physics from
which Bohr's ideas grew. The core of the book is a detailed analysis of Bohr's arguments for complementarity and of the interpretation
which he put upon it. Special emphasis is placed throughout on the contrasting views of Einstein, and the great debate between Bohr
and Einstein is thoroughly examined. The book traces the philosophical influences on Bohr, and unravels the realist and anti-realist
strands in his thinking. Bohr's philosophy is critically assessed in the light of recent developments in the foundations of quantum physics
(the work of Bell and others) and in philosophy (the realism-anti-realism debate) and it is revealed as being much more subtle and
sophisticated than it is generally taken to be. While the book will be of interest to specialists, it is written in a style that will make it

accessible to those who have no specialist knowledge of the relevant physics and philosophy.
Bohr Atom Jun 19 2019
Complementarity Beyond Physics Jan 19 2022 In this study Arun Bala examines the implications that Niels Bohr’s principle of
complementarity holds for fields beyond physics. Bohr, one of the founding figures of modern quantum physics, argued that the principle
of complementarity he proposed for understanding atomic processes has parallels in psychology, biology, and social science, as well as
in Buddhist and Taoist thought. But Bohr failed to offer any explanation for why complementarity might extend beyond physics, and his
claims have been widely rejected by scientists as empty speculation. Scientific scepticism has only been reinforced by the naïve
enthusiasm of postmodern relativists and New Age intuitionists, who seize upon Bohr’s ideas to justify anti-realist and mystical positions.
Arun Bala offers a detailed defence of Bohr’s claim that complementarity has far-reaching implications for the biological and social
sciences, as well as for comparative philosophies of science, by explaining Bohr’s parallels as responses to the omnipresence of grown
properties in nature.
Epistemology and Probability Jun 12 2021 This book offers an exploration of the relationships between epistemology and probability in
the work of Niels Bohr, Werner Heisenberg, and Erwin Schro- ? dinger, and in quantum mechanics and in modern physics as a whole. It
also considers the implications of these relationships and of quantum theory itself for our understanding of the nature of human thinking
and knowledge in general, or the ‘‘epistemological lesson of quantum mechanics,’’ as Bohr liked 1 to say. These implications are radical
and controversial. While they have been seen as scientifically productive and intellectually liberating to some, Bohr and Heisenberg
among them, they have been troublesome to many others, such as Schro ? dinger and, most prominently, Albert Einstein. Einstein
famously refused to believe that God would resort to playing dice or rather to playing with nature in the way quantum mechanics
appeared to suggest, which is indeed quite different from playing dice. According to his later (sometime around 1953) remark, a lesser
known or commented upon but arguably more important one: ‘‘That the Lord should play [dice], all right; but that He should gamble
according to definite rules [i. e. , according to the rules of quantum mechanics, rather than 2 by merely throwing dice], that is beyond me.
’’ Although Einstein’s invocation of God is taken literally sometimes, he was not talking about God but about the way nature works. Bohr’s
reply on an earlier occasion to Einstein’s question 1 Cf.
Niels Bohr, the Man, His Science & the World They Changed Mar 29 2020
From Data to Quanta Aug 26 2022 "Niels Bohr was a central figure in quantum physics, well-known for his work on atomic structure and
his contributions to the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics. In this book, philosopher Slobodan Perovi? explores the way
Bohr practiced and understood physics, and the implications of this for our understanding of modern science, especially contemporary
quantum experimental physics. Perovi?'s method of studying Bohr is philosophical-historical, and his aim is to make sense of both Bohr's
understanding of physics and his method of inquiry. He argues that in several important respects, Bohr's vision of physics was driven by
his desire to develop a comprehensive perspective on key features of experimental observation as well as emerging experimental work.
Perovi? uncovers how Bohr's distinctive breakthrough contributions are characterized by a multi-layered, phased approach of building on
basic experimental insights inductively to develop intermediary and overarching hypotheses. The strengths and limitations of this
approach, in contrast to the mathematically or metaphysically driven approaches of other physicists at the time, made him a thoroughly

distinctive kind of theorist and scientific leader. Once we see that Bohr played the typical role of a laboratory mediator, and excelled in
the inductive process this required, we can fully understand the way his work was generated, the role it played in developing novel
quantum concepts, and its true limitations, as well as current adherence to and use of Bohr's complementarity approach among
contemporary experimentalists"-Niels Bohr (1885-1962) Jan 27 2020
Niels Bohr: a Very Short Introduction Feb 20 2022 Niels Bohr, who pioneered the quantum theory of the atom, had a broad conception
of his obligations as a physicist. They included not only a responsibility for the consequences of his work for the wider society, but also a
compulsion to apply the philosophy he deduced from his physics to improving ordinary people's understanding of the moral universe they
inhabit. In some of these concerns Bohr resembled Einstein, although Einstein could not accept what he called the "tranquilizing
philosophy" with which Bohr tried to resolve such ancient conundrums as the nature (or possibility) of free will. In this Very Short
Introduction John Heilbron draws on sources never before presented in English to cover the life and work of one of the most creative
physicists of the 20th century. In addition to his role as a scientist, Heilbron considers Bohr as a statesman and Danish cultural icon, who
built scientific institutions and pushed for the extension of international cooperation in science to all nation states. As a humanist he was
concerned with the cultivation of all sides of the individual, and with the complementary contributions of all peoples to the sum of human
culture. Throughout, Heilbron considers how all of these aspects of Bohr's personality influenced his work, as well as the science that
made him, in the words of Sir Henry Dale, President of the Royal Society of London, probably the "first among all the men of all countries
who are now active in any department of science." ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University
Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new
subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging
topics highly readable.
Catholic Moral Tradition, Revised Jul 21 2019 Too many Catholics tend to believe that morality is primarily about keeping laws and
avoiding sin. 'Catholic Moral Tradition, Revised', shows how from the beginning, the Christian moral life is first and foremost about living
our lives according to the new law of grace. The gift of the Holy Spirit, given us at baptism, is a dynamic inner principle that transforms us
into a new creation in Christ. This book presents an introductory summary of contemporary Catholic moral teaching based upon the
renewal mandated by the Second Vatican Council. It also incorporates subsequent Church documents, especially the moral encyclicals
of John Paul II--'Veritatis Splendor' and 'Evangelium Vitae'--along with his three encyclicals on Catholic social doctrine and the
'Catechism of the Catholic Church'.
How Physics Confronts Reality Jul 01 2020 This book recalls, for nonscientific readers, the history of quantum mechanics, the main
points of its interpretation, and Einstein's objections to it, together with the responses engendered by his arguments. Most popular
discussions on the strange aspects of quantum mechanics ignore the fundamental fact that Einstein was correct in his insistence that the
theory does not directly describe reality. While that fact does not remove the theory's counterintuitive features, it casts them in a different
light. Context is provided by following the history of two central aspects of physics: the elucidation of the basic structure of the world
made up of particles, and the explanation, as well as the prediction, of how objects move. This history, prior to quantum mechanics,

reveals that whereas theories and discoveries concerning the "structure" of nature became increasingly realistic, the laws of motion, even
as they became more powerful, became more and more abstract and remote from intuitive notions of reality. Newton's laws of motion
gained their abstract power by sacrificing direct and intuitive contact with real experience. Arriving 250 years after Newton, the break with
a direct description of reality embodied in quantum mechanics was nevertheless profound.Contents: Some Quantum HistoryRules and
InterpretationsEinstein's DefectionFrom Atomism to Real ParticlesLaws of MotionFieldsNew Particles and Their Quantum OriginsAtoms,
Inside and OutMethods and Underpinnings Readership: Academics and students in physics and the general public.
Niels Bohr and the Philosophy of Physics Apr 10 2021 "The sixteen contributions in this collection by some of the best contemporary
philosophers and physicists writing on Bohr's philosophy today all carefully distinguish his subtle and unique interpretation of quantum
mechanics from views often imputed to him under the banner of the "Copenhagen Interpretation.""--Page 4 de la couverture.
The Philosophy of Niels Bohr Dec 26 2019 Paperback. Of all the developments in twentieth century physics, none has given rise to
more heated debates than the changes in our understanding of science precipitated by the quantum revolution''. In this revolution, Niels
Bohr's dramatically non-classical theory of the atom proved to be the springboard from which the new atomic physics drew it's
momentum. Furthermore, Bohr's contribution was crucial not only because his interpretation of quantum mechanics became the most
widely accepted view but also because in his role as educator and spokesman for atomic physics Bohr was very much the patron spirit of
the entire quantum revolution. The conceptual framework which he proposed to provide a new viewpoint for understanding the quantum
theoretical description of atomic systems became for most of this century the dominant outlook of countless productive experimental and
theoretical physicists. He called this new framework complementarity''.
Niels Bohr's Times Apr 22 2022 Niel Bohr's life spans times of revolutionary change, in science and in its impact on society. Along with
Einstein, Bohr can be considered as this century's major driving force behind the new mathematical and philosophical descriptions of the
atom, the nucleus, and all that resulted fromthem. Abraham Pais, the acclaimed biographer of Einstein, traces Bohr's progress from his
well-to-do origins in late nineteenth-century Denmark to his central position in the world political scene, particularly because of the
development of nuclear weapons during the Second World War. Bohr was one of the great enabling figures in modern science, not only
because of his direct involvement in the application of quantum theory to our understanding of the structure of the atom, but also
because he gathered around him in Copenhagen most of the brightest young minds of the period.Figures like Pauli, Dirac, and
Heisenberg, all required Bohr's imprimatur, to varying degrees, before they considered their work ready for widespread consumption. He
had a complex relationship with Einstein, both in terms of their fundamental disagreements and their profound though distant
mutualrespect. He owed an important debt to his mentor, Rutherford - a man who came to serve, in many ways, as his role model. Pais
describes the state of physics before Bohr and considers his legacy, both theoretical and practical. But more than this, he captures the
essence of Bohr, the intensely private family man who, despite appalling personal tragedy, became one of the best-loved cultural figures
of recenttimes.
Einstein, Bohr and the Quantum Dilemma Dec 06 2020 "Quantum theory, the most successful physical theory of all time, provoked
intense debate between the twentieth century's two greatest physicists, Niels Bohr and Albert Einstein. The debate concerned the nature
of quantum theory, and the major contradictions and conceptual problems at its heart." "This second edition contains sympathetic

accounts of the views of both Bohr and Einstein, and a thorough study of the argument between them. It includes non-technical and nonmathematical accounts of the development of quantum theory and relativity, and also the work of David Bohm and John Bell that
restored interest in Einstein's views. It has been extensively revised and updated to cover recent developments, and the account of
ongoing work has been brought up to date. A new chapter is devoted to describing the whole area of quantum information theory, from
the work of Richard Feynman and David Deutsch that initiated the study of quantum computation to the theoretical and experimental
approach to quantum cryptography." "This book provides an account of the development of quantum theory, which will appeal to anyone
with an interest in the fundamental questions of physics, its philosophy and its history."--BOOK JACKET.
Niels Bohr on the Application of the Quantum Theory to Atomic Structure, Part 1, The Fundamental Postulates Sep 03 2020 Niels Bohr
(1885-1962) was a Danish physicist who played a key role in the development of atomic theory and quantum mechanics, he was
awarded the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1922. First published in 1924, this concise volume provides an English translation of a 1923
German language essay which appeared in the Zeitschrift für Physik journal. It concerns itself with the fundamental postulates of
quantum theory, aiming to present the principles of the theory in such a way that their application appears free from contradiction. This
book will be of value to anyone with an interest in Bohr's contribution to physics.
Niels Bohr's Complementarity Jul 13 2021 This book explores the modern physicist Niels Bohr’s philosophical thought, specifically his
pivotal idea of complementarity, with a focus on the relation between the roles of what he metaphorically calls “spectators” and “actors.” It
seeks to spell out the structural and historical complexity of the idea of complementarity in terms of different modes of the ‘spectatoractor’ relation, showing, in particular, that the reorganization of Bohr’s thought starting from his 1935 debate with Einstein and his
collaborators is characterized by an extension of the dynamic conception of complementarity from non-physical contexts to the very field
of quantum theory. Further, linked with this analysis, the book situates Bohr’s complementarity in contemporary philosophical context by
examining its intersections with post-Heideggerian hermeneutics as well as Derridean deconstruction. Specifically, it points to both the
close affinities and the differences between Bohr’s idea of the ‘actor-spectator’ relation and the hermeneutic notion of the relation
between “belonging” and “distanciation.”
Niels Bohr Oct 16 2021 This is a detailed study of Niels Bohr's work on an epistemological foundation for 20th century physics. The
connections he drew between physics, language, and philosophy, are traced historically and their validity is analyzed in the light of
contemporary science. (Philosophy)
Niels Bohr Aug 22 2019 *Includes pictures *Includes online resources and a bibliography for further reading "An expert is a person who
has made all the mistakes that can be made in a very narrow field." - Niels Bohr Sticky, flaky pastries injected with generous dollops of
custard or fruit fillings. The iconic, brightly colored building blocks better known as Lego bricks. The scenic Nyhavn, a picturesque
waterfront and entertainment district featuring a variety of traditional vessels and multicolored houses that color the reflections of the
canal's glass-like surface. These are only a few of the plentiful fruits that have blossomed on Danish soil, and they demonstrate some of
the many reasons why Denmark has been crowned among the top three happiest countries in the world (out of 155 nations surveyed) for
seven consecutive years and counting. The Danes have incorporated a system that prizes a balance between work and play, the
concept of "hygge," solid investments made towards the treatment of mental illness, and a stellar welfare model. That has helped ensure

that an endless stream of intellectuals, inventors, creative legends, and pioneers have hailed from Denmark over many centuries, from
classical scholar Ada Adler to fabled 16th century astronomer Tycho Brahe. One of the most famous, and important, is Niels Bohr, a
world-famous physicist and one of the patriarchs of quantum theory. Given the vibrant, peaceful haven that is Denmark today, it's
somewhat ironic that Bohr played an instrumental role in the development of the atomic bomb. Even so, the truth and depth of the matter,
much like the self-professed pacifist himself, is far more complex. Niels Bohr: The Life and Legacy of the Influential Atomic Scientist
examines the life and work that made Bohr one of the 20th century's most important scientists. Along with pictures of important people,
places, and events, you will learn about Bohr like never before.
The Bohr Atom Feb 26 2020 "All students of physics encounter the Bohr model of the atom. However, it is often covered quickly in order
that curricula can progress to wave mechanics. This book gives students and instructors a fuller exploration to Bohr's model. Topics
covered include the historical background to the model, Bohr's approach to his original derivation, and corollary issues such as the role of
angular momentum in the theory, ionized helium, the correspondence principle, the fine-structure constant, de Broglie matter-waves,
application of the theory to the diatomic hydrogen molecule, and the magnetic field created by the orbiting electron. It also includes
student exercises, a bibliography, a list of important physical constants, and a survey of Bohr's subsequent life and career." -- Prové de
l'editor.
Complementarity Nov 17 2021 Many commentators have remarked in passing on the resonance between deconstructionist theory and
certain ideas of quantum physics. In this book, Arkady Plotnitsky rigorously elaborates the similarities and differences between the two by
focusing on the work of Niels Bohr and Jacques Derrida. In detailed considerations of Bohr's notion of complementarity and his debates
with Einstein, and in analysis of Derrida's work via Georges Bataille's concept of general economy, Plotnitsky demonstrates the value of
exploring these theories in relation to each other. Bohr's term complementarity describes a situation, unavoidable in quantum physics, in
which two theories thought to be mutually exclusive are required to explain a single phenomenon. Light, for example, can only be
explained as both wave and particle, but no synthesis of the two is possible. This theoretical transformation is then examined in relation
to the ways that Derrida sets his work against or outside of Hegel, also resisting a similar kind of synthesis and enacting a transformation
of its own. Though concerned primarily with Bohr and Derrida, Plotnitsky also considers a wide range of anti-epistemological endeavors
including the work of Nietzsche, Bataille, and the mathematician Kurt Gödel. Under the rubric of complementarity he develops a
theoretical framework that raises new possiblilities for students and scholars of literary theory, philosophy, and philosophy of science.
Niels Bohr, 1913-2013 Oct 24 2019 This fourteenth volume in the Poincaré Seminar Series is devoted to Niels Bohr, his foundational
contributions to understanding atomic structure and quantum theory and their continuing importance today. This book contains the
following chapters: - Tomas Bohr, Keeping Things Open; - Olivier Darrigol, Bohr's Trilogy of 1913; -John Heilbron, The Mind that Created
the Bohr Atom; - Serge Haroche & Jean-Michel Raimond, Bohr's Legacy in Cavity QED; - Alain Aspect, From Einstein, Bohr, Schrödinger
to Bell and Feynman: a New Quantum Revolution?; - Antoine Browaeys, Interacting Cold Rydberg Atoms: A Toy Many-Body System; Michel Bitbol & Stefano Osnaghi, Bohr ?s Complementarity and Kant ?s Epistemology. Dating from their origin in lectures to a broad
scientific audience these seven chapters are of high educational value. This volume is of general interest to physicists, mathematicians
and historians.

The Historical Development of Quantum Theory Oct 04 2020
Unity and Continuity in Niels Bohr's Philosophy of Physics Aug 02 2020 What's the relationship between science and metaphysics? How
can the scientist's cultural background and the daily life inspire his scientific discoveries? Starting from such questions, the author goes
on enlightening some of the most controversial aspects of Niels Bohr's interpretation of Quantum Mechanics. The author plows on, trying
to delineate the process of discovering made by the Danish scientist, by means of epistemological analysis and an accurate
historiographical reconstruction.
Quantum Aug 14 2021 "For most people, quantum theory is a byword for mysterious, impenetrable science. And yet for many years it
was equally baffling for scientists themselves. In this book, Manjit Kumar gives a dramatic and superbly-written history of this
fundamental scientific revolution, and the divisive debate at its core." "Quantum theory looks at the very building blocks of our world, the
particles and processes without which it could not exist. Yet for 60 years most physicists believed that quantum theory denied the very
existence of reality itself. In this tour de force of science history, Manjit Kumar shows how the golden age of physics ignited the greatest
intellectual debate of the twentieth century."--BOOK JACKET.
Bohr & Quantum Theory Jun 24 2022 At a moment of great discovery, one Big Idea can change the world... Niels Bohr's discoveries in
quantum theory led to advances in physics and our understanding of atomic structure. His work won him the Nobel Prize in 1922 and his
ideas continue to propel physics towards new discoveries. But what is quantum theory? Most of us do not understand even the basics of
one of the most significant scientific advances ever made, opening up a whole new field in science, whose ambiguities still challenge
scientists around the world. Bohr and Quantum Theory offers an accessible and absorbing account of the man who was both a part of
The Manhattan Project but also an advocate of peace.He held the key to understanding such intricate realities as black holes and
nuclear energy. Bohr's Big Idea explains complex and crucial ideas in a clear and engaging way, placing quantum theory in the context of
a man's life, work and time and examining its important implications for our future. The Big Idea series is a fascinating look at the greatest
advances in our scientific history, and at the men and women who made these fundamental breakthroughs.
Models and Modelers of Hydrogen Sep 22 2019 Atomic theory began more than two and a half millenia ago in Greece and India; but
scientific details have emerged ? albeit very rapidly ? only in our century. This book conveys a glimpse of the grandeur of 20th century
physics through nine essays and one interview on the models and modelers of a basic element of matter: the hydrogen atom. The basic
ideas are simply presented and illustrated, the mathematical treatments are of a tutorial nature, and facsimile reproductions of ten key
papers are included. Using the simple hydrogen atom, educators may use this book to initiate high school students into the grandeur of
physics or motivate university students to become science-literate.
Niels Bohr and Complementarity Mar 21 2022 This book offers a discussion of Niels Bohr’s conception of “complementarity,” arguably his
greatest contribution to physics and philosophy. By tracing Bohr’s work from his 1913 atomic theory to the introduction and then
refinement of the idea of complementarity, and by explicating different meanings of “complementarity” in Bohr and the relationships
between it and Bohr’s other concepts, the book aims to offer a contained and accessible, and yet sufficiently comprehensive account of
Bohr’s work on complementarity and its significance.
Love, Literature and the Quantum Atom May 31 2020 This book presents unpublished excerpts from extensive correspondence between

Niels Bohr and his immediate family, and uses it to describe and analyze the psychological and cultural background to his invention of
the quantum theory of the atom.
Niels Bohr's Complementarity Apr 29 2020 This book explores the modern physicist Niels Bohr’s philosophical thought, specifically his
pivotal idea of complementarity, with a focus on the relation between the roles of what he metaphorically calls “spectators” and “actors.” It
seeks to spell out the structural and historical complexity of the idea of complementarity in terms of different modes of the ‘spectatoractor’ relation, showing, in particular, that the reorganization of Bohr’s thought starting from his 1935 debate with Einstein and his
collaborators is characterized by an extension of the dynamic conception of complementarity from non-physical contexts to the very field
of quantum theory. Further, linked with this analysis, the book situates Bohr’s complementarity in contemporary philosophical context by
examining its intersections with post-Heideggerian hermeneutics as well as Derridean deconstruction. Specifically, it points to both the
close affinities and the differences between Bohr’s idea of the ‘actor-spectator’ relation and the hermeneutic notion of the relation
between “belonging” and “distanciation.”
Niels Bohr: His Heritage and Legacy Jan 07 2021 The bulk of the present book has not been published previously though Chapters II
and IV are based in part on two earlier papers of mine: "The Influence of Harald H!1lffding's Philosophy on Niels Bohr's Interpretation of
Quantum Mechanics", which appeared in Danish Yearbook of Philosophy, 1979, and "The Bohr-H!1lffding Relationship Reconsidered",
published in Studies in History and Philosophy of Science, 1988. These two papers comple ment each other, and in order to give the
whole issue a more extended treatment I have sought, in the present volume by drawing on relevant historical material, to substantiate
the claim that H!1lffding was Bohr's mentor. Besides containing a detailed account of Bohr's philosophy, the book, at the same time,
serves the purpose of making H!1lffding' s ideas and historical significance better known to a non-Danish readership. During my work on
this book I have consulted the Royal Danish Library; the National Archive of Denmark and the Niels Bohr Archive, Copenhagen, in
search of relevant material. I am grateful for permission to use and quote material from these sources. Likewise, I am indebted to
colleagues and friends for commenting upon the manuscript: I am especially grateful to Professor Henry Folse for our many discussions
during my visit to New Orleans in November-December 1988 and again here in Elsinore in July 1990.
Reading Bohr: Physics and Philosophy Nov 05 2020 This book offers a new perspective on Niels Bohr's interpretation of quantum
mechanics as complementarity, and on the relationships between physics and philosophy in Bohr's work. The importance of quantum
field theory for Bohr's thinking has not been adequately addressed in the literature on Bohr. This book provides clarification of Bohr's
writings (which usually pose problems of reading), and an analysis of the role of quantum field theory in Bohr's thinking.
Niels Bohr and the Quantum Atom Oct 28 2022 Niels Bohr and the Quantum Atom gives a comprehensive account of the birth,
development, and decline of Bohr's atomic theory. It presents the theory in a broad context which includes not only its technical aspects,
but also its reception, dissemination, and applications in both physics and chemistry.
Niels Bohr: Physics and the World Feb 08 2021 Containing the proceedings of the symposium held by the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the birth of Niels Bohr, this collection was first published in 1988. More than any other
individual, Bohr was responsible for the development of quantum mechanics and for many of its applications in the pursuit of
fundamental understanding of physical reality. In addition to his unique role in the discovery and elucidation of quantum theory, Bohr led

the study of the fission of nuclei and was greatly concerned with the impact of the existence of the atomic bomb in the post-World War II
era. This unique volume provides a panoramic view of modern physics, some of the philosophical issues associated with quantum
theory, the impact of this momentous scientific development on the political circumstance of the Cold War Era and the qualities of a
superlative scientist.
Suspended in Language Nov 24 2019 Tells the story of the life and work of the Danish physicist in comic book format.
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